WHY CHOOSE WILSON CLUBS
Simply put it was both a business and personal decision, on the personal side I have been playing with Wilson clubs for more
than thirty years and liked the clubs and trusted Wilson. On the business side, when we started the business, we wanted to be
able to offer quality rental clubs at an affordable price that made renting clubs a reasonable and practical alternative for
traveling golfers that were tired of high baggage fees and the hassle of bring the clubs with them. Most importantly we
wanted to be able to provide our traveling golfers with clubs that looked and play like new, came from a respected name brand
manufacturer that we trusted, and one that could provide us with a product that we could depend on, and clubs that our
customers enjoyed playing with.

Working with Wilson, we were able to implement a replacement program that sets standards for usage, allowing us the
opportunity to rotate our inventory on a regular basis so that all of our clubs look and play like new. With more than one
hundred sets in our inventory we have been able to provide individuals and large groups with quality rental clubs, that look
great, play as good as they look, at a price this is affordable, and a value that is unquestionable.
With that in mind, we are delighted to introduce our all new SGI series clubs from Wilson
We recently purchase 40 brand new sets of Wilson’s SGI series Men’s, Women’s and Senior Sets and over the next few months
we will be replacing all of our set with this new technology. The newly designed driver offers a forged Titanium composite
460cc oversized Driver with power weighting technology, with a larger sweet spot face offering stronger loft for greater
distance.
As in the past we have enhanced the basic set with a premium Wilson Staff hybrid. We are especially excited to include
Wilson’s brand new D7 hybrid in the Men’s right hand sets. Quality and performance highlight this outstanding addition to our
sets.

DRIVER Forged Titanium composite 460cc oversized Driver with power weighting technology.
Large sweet spot face Driver with stronger loft for greater distance.
FAIRWAY WOOD Large sweet spot fairway wood with tip reinforced graphite shaft and all weather
grip. Strong loft and low weighting design support playability from both fairway and rough.
HYBRID Easy-to-hit hybrid club with shallow face and high launch technology. Enhanced head design
yields better trajectory than difficult-to-hit long irons, resulting in longer, straighter shots.

IRONS Powerful stainless steel or graphite shaft irons with very low center of gravity to help launch the
ball easier. Extreme perimeter weighting creates enormous sweet spot for improved accuracy even on
off-center hits. “Large Unsupported Face” technology for increased ball speed and greater distance!
PITCHING WEDGE Enhanced spin technology in this versatile wedge improves playability and
performance on the green.
SAND WEDGE Game improvement design helps launch the ball from the bunker.
Super low weighting and very wide sole powers through the sand for more control
PUTTER Popular heel/toe weighted putter with head stability and alignment technology.
Isolated sweet spot for improved feel and accuracy
HEAD COVERS Popular premium style head covers protects your valuable investment.
Soft flannel lining preserves wood and hybrid’s paint finish from damage.
CARRY BAG WITH HANDLE Durable and lightweight self activating stand bag or cart bag with ample
storage pockets. Padded seven-way with convenient lifting handle protects graphite shafts for sustained
performance. Ergonomic double shoulder straps increase on-course comfort and lessens fatigue.

DRIVER Forged Titanium composite 460cc oversized Driver with power weighting technology.
Large sweet spot face Driver with stronger loft for greater distance.
FAIRWAY WOOD Large sweet spot fairway wood with tip reinforced graphite shaft and all weather
grip. Strong loft and low weighting design support playability from both fairway and rough.
(4 & 5) HYBRIDS Easy-to-hit hybrid club with shallow face and high launch technology. Enhanced head
design yields better trajectory than difficult-to-hit long irons, resulting in longer, straighter shots.

IRONS Powerful graphite shaft irons with very low center of gravity to help launch the ball easier.
Extreme perimeter weighting creates enormous sweet spot for improved accuracy even on off-center
hits. “Large Unsupported Face” technology for increased ball speed and greater distance!
PITCHING WEDGE Enhanced spin technology in this versatile wedge improves playability and
performance on the green.
SAND WEDGE Game improvement design helps launch the ball from the bunker.
Super low weighting and very wide sole powers through the sand for more control
PUTTER Popular heel/toe weighted putter with head stability and alignment technology.
Isolated sweet spot for improved feel and accuracy
HEAD COVERS Popular premium style head covers protects your valuable investment.
Soft flannel lining preserves wood and hybrid’s paint finish from damage.
CART BAG WITH HANDLE Durable and lightweight cart bag with ample storage pockets. Padded sevenway with convenient lifting handle protects graphite shafts for sustained performance. Ergonomic
double shoulder straps increase on-course comfort and lessens fatigue.

DRIVER Forged Titanium composite 460cc oversized Driver with power weighting technology.
Large sweet spot face Driver with stronger loft for greater distance.
FAIRWAY WOOD Large sweet spot fairway wood with tip reinforced graphite shaft and all weather
grip. Strong loft and low weighting design support playability from both fairway and rough.
HYBRID Easy-to-hit hybrid club with shallow face and high launch technology. Enhanced head design
yields better trajectory than difficult-to-hit long irons, resulting in longer, straighter shots.
IRONS Powerful graphite shaft irons with very low center of gravity to help launch the ball easier.
Extreme perimeter weighting creates enormous sweet spot for improved accuracy even on off-center
hits. “Large Unsupported Face” technology for increased ball speed and greater distance!
PITCHING WEDGE Enhanced spin technology in this versatile wedge improves playability and
performance on the green.
SAND WEDGE Game improvement design helps launch the ball from the bunker.
Super low weighting and very wide sole powers through the sand for more control
PUTTER Popular heel/toe weighted putter with head stability and alignment technology.
Isolated sweet spot for improved feel and accuracy
HEAD COVERS Popular premium style head covers protects your valuable investment.
Soft flannel lining preserves wood and hybrid’s paint finish from damage.
CART BAG WITH HANDLE Durable and lightweight cart bag with ample storage pockets. Padded sevenway with convenient lifting handle protects graphite shafts for sustained performance. Ergonomic
double shoulder straps increase on-course comfort and lessens fatigue.
SENIOR SPECIFICATIONS Higher lofted distance gapping, lightweight, senior flex graphite shafts and
soft, large diameter grips meet the physical demands of the senior player.

FROM THE TEE
The Driver, #5 Fairway Wood,
and #5 Hybrid deliver exceptional
distance and forgiveness

ON THE FAIRWAY
#6, 7, 8, and 9 Irons provide
accessible accuracy and control

SUPERLIGHT DESIGN
Easy to swing for faster club head
speeds

CARPENTER CUSTOM 455® FACE
A premium maraging steel insert provides a
thin, hot face increasing both feel and
distance performance

NEW CROWN CONSTRUCTION

UST MAMIYA RECOIL 460 SHAFT
With a Wilson Staff 2 Crossline Black Grip

TO THE PIN
Heel/toe-weighted putter
with alignment features
help you sink more putts

IN THE BAG
Carry bag features ergonomic
pockets, comfortable carry straps,
and self-activated stand

Wilson DX Series Clubs
In March of this year we began taking delivery of the new SGI
series sets to replace sets that have reached their maximum
usage. With that in mind we will eventually be replacing all of
the DX sets, however we still have several DX sets that were
purchased just prior to the release of the SGI series and are in
great shape and still look and play like new. To that end,
during peak periods we will continue utilizing our DX sets so
you may receive either or until such time as all of the DX sets
have been replaced. Rest assured, we will continue monitor
their usage so you will always receive quality sets.

•

DRIVER The oversized driver improves distance with power weighting technology and
forgiveness with a large sweet spot.

•

FAIRWAY WOOD The low placed weighting in this stronger lofted fairway wood creates
playability from both the fairway and rough.

•

(2) HYBRIDS The enhanced head design of this easy-to-hit hybrid features high launch
technology for better trajectory than long irons. ( Just added Wilson Staff 200/300 Hybrid)

•

IRONS Powerful stainless steel irons featuring extreme perimeter weighting create an
enormous sweet spot for more forgiveness.

•

PITCHING WEDGE Enhanced spin technology in this versatile wedge improves playability
and performance on the green.

•

SAND WEDGE Designed with super low weighting and a wide sole, this sand wedge helps
launch the ball from the bunker.

•

PUTTER The heel/toe weighting in this easy-to-align putter creates head stability for a
smooth, accurate putting stroke.

•

CARRY BAG Both durable and comfortable for walking golfers, this carry bag features a
seven-way padded top to organize and protect the set.

•

DRIVER The oversized driver improves distance with power weighting technology and
forgiveness with a large sweet spot.

•

FAIRWAY WOOD The low placed weighting in this stronger lofted fairway wood creates
playability from both the fairway and rough.

•

HYBRID The enhanced head design of this easy-to-hit hybrid features high launch
technology for better trajectory than long irons.

•

IRONS Powerful graphite shaft featuring extreme perimeter weighting create an enormous
sweet spot for more forgiveness.

•

PITCHING WEDGE Enhanced spin technology in this versatile wedge improves playability
and performance on the green.

•

SAND WEDGE Designed with super low weighting and a wide sole, this sand wedge helps
launch the ball from the bunker.

•

PUTTER The heel/toe weighting in this easy-to-align putter creates head stability for a
smooth, accurate putting stroke.

•

CART BAG This lightweight cart bag features ample storage space and a double-padded
shoulder strap.

•

SENIOR SPECIFICATIONS Higher lofted distance gapping, lightweight, senior flex graphite
shafts and soft, large diameter grips meet the physical demands of the senior player.

•

DRIVER The oversized driver improves distance with power weighting technology and
forgiveness with a large sweet spot.

•

FAIRWAY WOOD The low placed weighting in this stronger lofted fairway wood creates
playability from both the fairway and rough.

•

(2) HYBRIDS The enhanced head design of this easy-to-hit hybrid features high launch
technology for better trajectory than long irons. (Just added Wilson Staff 300 hybrid)

•

IRONS Powerful graphite shaft irons featuring extreme perimeter weighting create an
enormous sweet spot for more forgiveness.

•

PITCHING WEDGE Enhanced spin technology in this versatile wedge improves playability
and performance on the green.

•

SAND WEDGE Designed with super low weighting and a wide sole, this sand wedge helps
launch the ball from the bunker.

•

PUTTER The heel/toe weighting in this easy-to-align putter creates head stability for a
smooth, accurate putting stroke.

•

CART BAG This lightweight cart bag features ample storage space and a double-padded
shoulder strap.

